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Farming

• The land of ancient Rome had fertile soil for 
farming, mild weather, and plenty of rainfall.

• On the hillsides, Romans grew apples, pears, 
plums, and quince, as well as olives for making oil 
and grapes for making wine. 

• Farmers raised sheep and goats and hunters 
caught wild boar and hare.



Climate

• The Tiber river provided water for crops to grow on 
its fertile banks. 

• Romans used the river as a transportation route for 
trading, conquering, and spreading their culture.

• Near Rome there were forests of timber for building 
and ship making. 

• Stone for making concrete to construct temples, 
amphitheaters, or vast outdoor arenas, and 
aqueducts was also plentiful.



Jobs

• Rome’s ideal location and climate made it attractive 
to waves of settlers.

• The streets of Rome were busy with traders and 
shoppers. 

• Shops sold perfume, paint, rope, books, and herbs. 
Carpenters, butchers, harness makers, and 
stonecutters.

• Cargoes of marble, wood, granite, and brick from 
the colonies.

• Olive oil used for lamps, cooking, and in soap, was 
Rome’s most important product.



Barter

• Early Romans used a system of trade where cattle

were exchanged for goods such as furniture, armor, 
or horses. 

• In 268 B.C. the first coins were made in silver

and bronze.

• Coins had a set value and made trading across

the empire easier.



Salt

• Salt was so valuable to ancient peoples that it 

was used as a trade item and a form of payment.

• Salt was needed for preserving meat and fish 

before it rotted in the hot weather. 

• The Roman government controlled the production 

of salt and kept the price low. 

• Salt was collected from the sea or dug from 

underground mines throughout the empire.

• Roman military were paid their wages, or salary, 

in salt. 







Slaves

• Slaves performed much of the labor and hard 

work.

• Between 20% and 30% of the people were 

slaves.

• Most slaves were people captured in times of war,  

bought from slave traders, criminals, or people 

who owed debts. Children of slaves also became 

slaves. 

• How a slave was treated depended upon the 

owner. Could gain freedom through owner or they 

could purchase their freedom.


